
Monster Bash



Monster Bash Group Project

 Monster Bash=an event for campus and local high school 
students, together with a UA course on vampires and werewolves 
on the Mall on Thursday during class time.

 You will prepare a course-related and theme-appropriate poster 
or project that includes questions/challenges/games for our 
guests with your group.

 Your group will interact with our guests and passersby for the 
duration of class to explain the project, engage them in the 
challenge, and give them credit for successfully fulfilled tasks, 
which they can trade for food/drink. Invite your friends!

 You are invited to wear a course-related costume for which you 
will receive 1.5% extra credit on your final grade and which 
entitles you to free food and drink.



Tuesday

 Make sure you have a group of 5-7 people

 If anyone cannot be there Thursday, make sure they 
make up for it by doing more work beforehand

 Your project should be:

 Engaging & interactive

 Have a way to learn something about our course content so far

 Can take any shape: a game, trivia, a poster, an activity

 Be suitable for kids 10 and up (and their parents), but also 
relevant to college students

 Tuesday is for prep & practice: We will check in with 
each group to give you feedback



Thursday

 Come to the Mall, find the big tent between Old Main 
and the Student Union

 Be there in time to be set up at 2pm & select a spot

 Get a sticker sheet & record sheet from the TAs

 Engage as many people as possible in your project & 
make them sign your record sheet; give middle schoolers 
a sticker in their “monster passport”

 Get a bite of food if you are in costume & take a selfie for 
your extra credit (submit on D2L by the end of the day)

 Clean up & submit your record sheet to the TAs at 3pm 
(or upload a picture to D2L with the other materials)



Documenting your project

 Project (due on D2L on Thursday, so this is 
something you could do on Tuesday already too):

 an image of the finished group project

 a short explanation of how it works or what you will do with it 
(you can copy/paste explanatory information from the project 
itself if available)

 a short explanation of who did what (list of bullet points is fine 
and members can do different tasks according to their 
strengths--if there were problems with equal contribution, feel 
free to email me about your concerns)

 Extra Credit: Upload a picture of you in costume in 
the respective D2L Folder 



Record Sheet

 Your record sheet (see D2L) prompts you to fill in the 
following:
 all of your group members’ legible names
 a signed confirmation from your group members that all of you were 

present and active for the entire duration of the Monster Bash (incl. 
setup & cleanup), or  that alternate arrangement have been fulfilled 
by absentees

 your individual participant feedback with names (from the guest with 
whom you interacted)

 a section for comments on components that didn't work out as 
planned or positive unexpected side effects, including a reflection on 
how you could have improved your project

Please find us to hand us this completed sheet at the end of 
the Bash, or upload it as a reply to your project post on 
D2L. Without the completed sheet, grades cannot be 
entered for the group project, so please do it ASAP.



Project Grading

 Based on 1) the image of the group project with an 
explanation of how it works and who did what and 
2) the record sheet.

 The 5% for the group project will be allocated 
according to the following five criteria: 

 clarity, creativity, timely completion, full bash attendance 
(incl. setup & cleanup, confirmed by your group members), 
and guest engagement (measured by your record of 
participant names & feedback on the sheet).

 Invite your friends to boost your interactions!

 Please let me know if there are group issues.



Recap

You have 
Tuesday’s class 
period to finish 
this project 
together. 

For Tuesday, you 
will need to have 
your groups, 
materials, and a 
plan ready to go!

Monster Bash is 
on Thursday 
during class time 
on the Mall.

Please plan to 
arrive by 2pm to 
set up in the tent 
on the Mall 
between Old Main 
& the Student 
Union.



Questions?

Contact Joela Jacobs at joelajacobs@email.arizona.edu


